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RESOURCES
Useful websites to facilitate the learning of Chinese
Website

Use

http://www.studystack.com/

Students learn Chinese with memorization tasks
through a variety of online flashcard activities.
Students may use an existing study stack or create
one of their own.

http://lost-theory.org/ocrat/chargif/

Students learn how to write Chinese by watching
animations that draw Chinese characters stroke by
stroke. Subsections include Surnames (with audio
pronunciation), Numbers, the Chinese Zodiac, and
more! You can also see the animated stroke
orders by searching for characters by copying and
pasting Simplified Chinese text.

http://www.zhongwen.com/

Since 1996 Zhongwen.com has featured the free
online version of Chinese Characters: A
Genealogy and Dictionary (now published by Yale
University Press, along with many Chinese
learning tools that have now been adopted by
other websites).

http://globalteachinglearning.com/home/wwwchinese.shtml These website offers World Languages Resources
for K-12 Teachers and Parents.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/languages/chinese/real chinese/

Students earn how to speak the Chinese language
with Chinese classes, courses and audio and
video in Chinese, including phrases, Chinese
characters, pinyin, ...

http://www.chinese-tools.com/

On this website, you will find everything about
modern and traditional China, travel, study, news,
business, Chinese learning material, tools and
resources, forum and language exchange ...

http://www.digitaldialects.com/Chinese.htm

Students will be able to access games to learn the
Chinese language

Free and useful apps to facilitate the learning of Chinese
Name

Use

Chinese Writer for iPad
By Language Systems

This app will help you recognize, read, and write Chinese characters with a 25
character tutorial.

Chinese Writer by
trainchinese

This app, also called Chinese Writer, is a game. Characters fall from the top of the
screen. You must tap on them and draw them correctly to earn points. The app is
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By Molatra

an educational and amusing diversion, which should help keep your study of
Chinese fresh.

KTdict C-E (ChineseEnglish dictionary)
By Klaus Thul

An essential tool of every Chinese student is a good English to Chinese dictionary.
For someone new to the language, this free app is a good start.

Laokang® Tone Test 老康 This app is for you if you want to train your ear. It is a test, which only takes a few
minutes and will give you a good gauge of your ability to differentiate between
®考你声调
different intonations. It is a valuable skill to have if you want to master Chinese.
by Kangjian Remote
Services Ltd
Pleco Chinese Dictionary
by Pleco Software

Pleco is a popular dictionary app that can become so much more than just a
dictionary. The app's potential as a comprehensive learning companion is clear.

Learn Chinese HD Mandarin Phrasebook for
Travel in China
by Codegent

Learn Chinese by Codegent is an app filled with different conversational phrases It
breaks down its phrase lists into a number of categories, such as greetings,
numbers and transportation.
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